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BABS Goliat PP 

 
Herd book No. 64378 

Type Growth and slaughter quality 

Family tree S: BABS Adventius PP - D: BABS Denise Pp - PGD: VBQ Thiamin P - MGS: Rubio 

Description Bull with extremely good production traits. The first homozygous polled bull of the 
Blonde d’Aquitaine breed, which in all measured properties are above the breed 
average. 

Performance test 

 

 Index Test results 

Gain 102 638 kgs at 365 days, 1,921 gram daily 
gain 

Body conformation 102 95.6 cm2 area of LD 

Feed conversion 103 4.09 Feed Units/kg gain 

Other indices 

 

 Index Securityd, % 

Production 106 40 

Growth 106 46 
 

 
 

Blonde d'Aquitaine has proven to be the best beef breed when it comes to the value of the net 
daily gain - and this is where the money are. 

Polledness is a highly appreciated functional trait in modern cattle production, not at least due 
to its friendliness to modern production systems, including savings on de-horning. 
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The genes behind BABS Goliat PP 

 

 

F: BABS Adventius PP 

 

BABS Adventius PP is a long and large framed 
homozygous all-round bull with fine bones, and with a 
Birth Index of 120, it is very suitable for heifers. BABS 

Adventius PP is photographed 13 May 2009 - the weight 
is 1250 kg!  

M: BABS Denice Pp 

 

13 month old BABS Denice Pp became the Cup Winner of 
the interbreed group of 'Heifers under 20 months' at The 

National Danish Show 2009. Excellent! Her three full-
brothers, BABS Don Juan Pp, BABS Dynamic Pp samt BABS 
Deschamps Pp,  finalised July 2009 performance testing at 

Aalestrup Breeding Testing Station with sensational 
results. The 392-days weight of BABS Deschamps Pp was 

measured at 805 kg!  

FFM: GG Ninka 

 

GG Ninka on the pictures here is grand dam of BABS 
Adventius PP, and is an example of the genetic foundation 
of BABS - the cow, belonging to Sanne and Erik Poulsen, is 

after Horizon. GG Ninka is large and elegant - it was, as 
several times before, awarded as the best Blonde 

d'Aquitaine female at the Danish National Show in 2006, 
where it had a weight of 1,207 kg. 

elegant ko med typiske racepræg. Den er fotograferet på 
Landsskuet 2006, vægten er 1.196 kg, og den blev som 
tidligere kåret som skuets bedste Blonde d'Aquitaine 

hundyr. 

MF: Rubio 

  Rubio is a French top sire in the absolute world elite, 
characterized by good beef production, and a great body 

conformation with a fine skeleton. 

It is our objective to offer semen from relevant Blonde d’Aquitaine pedigree bulls with outstanding breeding values for growth, 
exterior and size. Our semen program comprises semen from our own homozygous and heterozygous polled bulls, as well as 
Danish horned bulls of superior body conformation. All breeding material we offer is of bulls with a typical French appearance 
with respect to body conformation. 

The specified indices are calculated by Danish Cattle according the Animal Model method. Index figures have averages of 100 and 
standard deviations of 5 units, i.e. 2/3 of the calculated indices are between 95 and 105. The S-index indicates the overall 
economic breeding value, and is calculated after combined weighting of individual index sizes and their economic value. Indices 
declared with a security below 30% are not included. 


